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Flying Visit to Lundy

Many thanks to those members who responded to
the request for “Ragchew” articles - but I can always
do with more!

Literally a flying visit - Leta and I will be on the
helicopter over to Lundy on Monday 9th March and
returning on Friday 13th March. I plan to be active
on the 432MHz UKAC on 10th March and 50MHz
UKAC on 12th March - weather permitting!

Richard M0HNK has been designing and building
a VLF (Very Low Frequency) receiver upconverter suitable for receiving Radio Grimeton on
17.2 kHz, the electromechanical radio station
located in Sweden which dates back to the 1920s
and part one of his two-part article features in this
issue.
Tony G4HBV continues his RF Notes Column and
in the next few issues will be describing how a
typical HF antenna system works.
Malcolm G6UGW starts his new series reviewing
the Radio Spectrum from 300Hz - 300GHz and in
his first article he describes the Ultra Low
Frequency Band 300Hz - 3kHz.
I came across the recently published book “Maths
on the Back of an Envelope : Clever Ways to
(Roughly) Calculate Anything” by Rob Eastaway
and it immediately took me back to my schooldays.
My review explains all!
Our club nets often raise topics which call for further
investigation. In a recent Club on the Air the subject
of using mechanical switches at RF was raised and
in Net Topics I explore the subject in a little more
detail. Having drafted the article in early February,
I subsequently received my electronic copy of the
March “QST” magazine and by coincidence there
is an article covering the same subject!
I’ve recently acquired a quantity of RSGB Bulletins
and Practical Wireless magazines from the late
1940s to the early 1950s. The first on the pile was
May 1948 RSGB Bulletin containing a list of NFD
entrants for the following month - the page is
reproduced in From the Archives. Look out for
G3MA/P and G2RT/P. Cyril G2RT was a GARS
member for many years before emigrating to
Australia in the 1980s. The same magazine
featured an article entitled “A Modified
Micromatch” by Mick Cragg G2HDU - also a
GARS member many years ago.

More information on the GARES Members Group
Facebook page.

Contest Roundup by Brian G4CIB
The club finished in 24th place in the 2019 UKAC
Local Clubs table out of a total entry of 36, a drop
of 2 places compared to 2018. The results of the
first UKAC contests of 2020 have been trickling in,
and at the time of going to press, the club is in 20th
position in the Local Clubs table out of a total entry
of 34. Interestingly, the band contributing most to
our score is 432MHz, followed by 50MHz, 144MHz
and lastly 70MHz
As usual I will make the plea for more entrants.
Even if you can only operate for a short time, your
score will add to the club total.
Many thanks to the following club members who
have supported the UKAC contests so far this year:Les G0ULH, Dave G4BCA, Brian G4CIB, Barry
M0HFY, Gary M0XAC, and a warm welcome to
new participant M0XGL Graham.
Both Dave G4BCA and myself have been having
a go in the 144MHz and 432MHz FMAC contests.
These are short (approximately 1 hour) contests
that precede their UKAC counterparts. If you feel
you are not up to speed to take part in the UKAC
events then give the FMAC ones a try. At the time
of going to press, we are in 11th place out of 19
entries in the 144MHz FMAC Local Clubs Table
and 9th out of 9 entries (i.e. last!!) in the 432MHz
FMAC Local Clubs Table.

May 2020 “Ragchew”

Martin G4ENZ entered the ARRL DX CW contest
in the QRP Section and in a one hour session on
80 metres on the Saturday morning (it’s a 48 hour
contest) with 5 watts worked 38 USA stations in 19
states. For a bit of fun I entered using my Icom
IC703 running 10 watts and in a couple of sessions
totalling 5 hours, I worked at a leisurely pace some
58 USA stations in 21 states on 80m (10), 40m (42)
and 20m (6).

Easter will have come and gone by the next issue
so if you manage to do some /P operating over the
holiday period, do share your experiences with
other “Ragchew” readers by way of an article.

Do any club members take part in the UKEICC
series of contests? If you do, how about a short
article to let other club members how you are
getting on?

73 Brian G4CIB (g4cib@outlook.com)
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The second part of this article will appear in the next issue of “Ragchew”

The Radio Spectrum by Malcolm G6UGW
Part 1 - Ultra Low Frequency 300Hz -3kHz
These frequencies correspond to a wavelengths between 1000 to 100km. Because of the
ability of these waves to penetrate the earth also sea water, this band is used to communicate
in mines also to submerged submarines. Radio amateurs have experimented with conduction
fields using audio power amplifiers and inserting widely spaced electrodes into the ground.
Using weak-signal reception methods it has been possible to receive signals over a range of
a few kilometres.
(to be continued)

From the Archives - NFD Entrants - 1948
(RSGB Bulletin May 1948)

From the Archives
Snipetts from 1948 RSGB Bulletins

Owen Rogers G2HX is 5th from the right in the front row (in the light suit)
(August 1948 Bulletin)

1948 Five metre Field Day results from the
November 1948 Bulletin. Pat G3MA/P came 5th
and interestingly his station was located on
May Hill in Herefordshire. As I always thought
of May Hill being in Gloucestershire, this
prompted me to do a bit of research. It
transpires
that
the
summit
is
in
Gloucestershire and its northern slopes are
indeed in Herefordshire so I guess this is
where Pat’s /P station was located.

The obituary opposite to G3PZ written by Pat
G3MA appeared in the November 1948 Bulletin
.
Norman O’Brien G3LP, who accompanied Pat
to the funeral at Golders Green Crematorium
in London was Chairman of GARS for a few
years during the 1980s

Book Review by Brian G4CIB
I was lucky in the 1950s at Secondary School (the Central Technical School for Boys, Gloucester)* to have
a couple of Physics and Maths masters who were practical, down-to-earth teachers. This was in the era
before calculators when slide rules, logarithm tables as well as mental arithmetic were used to carry out
calculations. One lesson our Physics master Ted Forsey taught us was to round numbers up or down so
that we could mentally work out the order of magnitude of our answer when working out some complicated
formula. so when our slide rule or log computation gave us an answer orders of magnitude greater or less
than our mental calculation, then we knew we’d slipped a decimal point somewhere. So Ted would have
been delighted to see his methods promoted in the recently published book “Maths on the Back of an
Envelope - Clever Ways to (Roughly) Calculate Anything” by Rob Eastaway. This highly entertaining
book takes the reader through the tricks of mental arithmetic, and numerous examples of how to approach
and answer seemingly impossible questions such as how often does a teenager say “like” in one year or
how many hairs are there on a human head. The author introduces the reader to the concept of “zequals”
which means you simplify all numbers before doing any calculations. The symbol is ��and before you
ask - it’s the letter h using the Wingdings font. Have a look at http://www.robeastaway.com/blog/introducingzequals for more interesting stuff on the concept and application of zequals.
The TV programmes “Who Wants to be a Millionaire” and “Countdown” also feature in this book with
examples of questions involving large numbers which contestants could have solved by applying the
techniques described by the author. There is even an example of how to determine the length of time you
will really be in the queue at Legoland to get on the “Pirate Falls” ride when the sign says the current wait
is one hour! Want to estimate the height of a nearby tree? This book shows you how to with the aid of an
empty crisp packet.
I knew of the 80:20 rule having been introduced to it years ago in my selling career - 80% of your business
comes from 20% of your customers and conversely 80% of your customers give you 20% of your business.
It also applies to many other things in life, by the way! But I had never come across the “Rule of 72” - used
in finance to work how long it will take you to double your money. It should really be the “Rule of 69” - and
the author explains why we use 72. There is plenty in this book to keep you not only entertained but educated
and is a “must” for anyone fascinated by numbers!
The book is priced at £9.99 but to club members I can offer it at a special price of £7.00 - see me at club if
you would like a copy!
● *Gloucester was one of the few local authorities to implement the tripartite requirements of the 1944
Education Act in full in that it offered all three Secondary education options - Grammar Schools, Technical
Schools and Secondary Modern Schools. The editor, or rather the editor’s parents, opted for me to
attend the Central Technical School in Gloucester.

Spot the Heathkit!

From the Archives
Several members recently attended the Harwell rally, indeed Graeme G0EEA had a sales table there!
In 2001 we had a club stand selling, as I recall “Bespoke Junk” - and Graeme was one of the helpers
along with Les G0ULH, Leta G4RHK and myself.

